
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:Hello Everyone 
  Milena Timur:Hello Everyone :) 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:hi melena  
  Milena Timur:Hi Chokri 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:we will start in 15 mn no? 
  Milena Timur:yes you are right 
  Fahd Batayneh:Hello Everyone 
  Milena Timur:Hi Fahd :) 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:Hi fahd  
  Walid Al-Saqaf:Hello early birds. Great seeing you again 
  Baher:Hello everyone  
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:hello baher and walid 
  Manal Ismail:hi all .. yes Walid hear u well .. 
  Nadira ALARAJ:Hi all 
  Nadira ALARAJ:Thanks Fahd 
  Nadira ALARAJ:Please can you send the link 
  Fahd Batayneh:https://www.lucidchart.com/documents/view/5ad5e86b-9759-40da-9fbe-
eb33eddaf60f 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:You're next Manal 
  Manal Ismail:it's ok .. thanks .. 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:Baher's suggestion is to make the title include "infrastructure" in the FA1 title. And have 
that prominently shown.  
  Nadira ALARAJ:+1 for the inclusion of Infrastructure in the box 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:+1 from my side as well 
  Manal Ismail:happy to leave it seperatelyif reworded to stress infrastructure .. 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:as i mentioned in the mailing list we may pay more attention for DNS Study 
recommendations 
https://community.icann.org/display/MES/MEAC+DNS+Study?preview=/56142559/56142900/MEAC%2
0DNS%20Study%20Draft%20Report%2013102015.pdf 
  Manal Ismail:ok .. I may have miseed this .. apologies .. 
  Fahd Batayneh:From Hanane's email "local investment bureaus (in the case of Morocco they are Gov 
agencies which support SME's dispatched among various cities)" 
  Manal Ismail:Thanks Fahd ,, and Walid .. 
  Manal Ismail:+1  
  Manal Ismail:Agree with Baher .. 
  Manal Ismail:agree .. 
  Nadira ALARAJ:Yes, ICANN IG mult 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:+١ 
  Manal Ismail:agree with removing it .. 
  Nadira ALARAJ:If the ad hoc with clear charter and clear criteria of recruiting, It would be good to 
support ICANN staff 
  Manal Ismail:if we do not know how to do it then we should remove it .. 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:i agree +nadira to integrate somewhere 
  Manal Ismail:Agree .. 
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:i think that this area may genrate  some output   
  Chokri Ben Romdhane:a model (architecture) in which we define how stakeholder could collaborate 
together to govern Internet will be very useful 
  Nadira ALARAJ:@ Chokri  will be in touch 



  Nadira ALARAJ:Thank you for a productive meeting, have to leave, 
  Manal Ismail:+1 Baher 
  Baher:Agreed Walid  
  Manal Ismail:Thanks Walid, Fahd, Baher and everyone !! Bye .. 
  Milena Timur:thank you all bye 


